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Introduction
Robert McDougall Art Gallery Director Tony Preston welcomes you
to the new look Bulletin.

My favourite
John Coley - our guest contributor picksfrom the collection and gives
a personal view ofthe work.

Goldie: praise or scorn ?
C.E Goldie is our best known and perhaps most controversial painter.
W e look at why.

Dutch double
Recent acquisitions include two important Dutch works presented in
the name o f M r Adriaan and Mrs Gabrielle Tasman.
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A d v e r t i s i n g & Design

1700 years of unbroken China
Dr T,T, E u i believes, very rightly, that these pieces are not only
beautgul but help us to better appreciate Chinese culture.
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driftnet
W e highlight Aboriginal artistJudy Watson who recently undertook
a residency at the University $Canterbury.

Annex anniversary
1988 saw the opening $the McDougall Contemporary Art Annex

- now celebrating its tenth birthday.

Coming exhibitions & events
This is your calendarfor all those things you won't want to miss in
the months ahead.

Friends of the Gallery
Christchurch City Council

SUPPORTERS OF THE GALLERY

Gold
CREATIVE N E W ZEALAND
NEW ZEALAND LOTTERY GRANTS BOARD
COMMUNITY TRUST

Reflecting on recent events and lookingforward to more, with reviews
and comment.

Restoration
Behind the scenes, there's more than meets the eye to conserving
and presenting our works as best we can.

Looking back
W e take aglance over our shoulder at another memorable moment
from the Gallery's past.

MR & MRS A.TASMAN
VERSATILE BUILDINGS
STRATEGY ADVERTISING & DESIGN

Silver
HARCOURTS
MONTANA
ORIX
Cover:Three DlmensionalIllustration, David Partridge

-

Goldie Image references;A HotDay 1901,
Ina TePapatahi- 1902, Study from Life - lm.
Collection: Robert McDougaN Art Gallery

ISBN 01 11 - 1426

John Coley

The Cruclfixlonaccording to Saint Mark 1947 Colin McCehon
Repmduslii pdrmisslmcwrtesy 01 Ih.C&

Choosing a favourite work from the McDougall's
collection of almost 5000 items is a fruitless task.
Choices are subject to shifts of mood and weather from
day to day. There are many favourites. W.A. Sutton's
ninety-nine magnificent drawings of Italy could easily
be tops one day, Don Peeble's majestic Circular Motif
No. 2 1987another, Alan Pearson's splendid Huia Couple
still a third choice. Recently Bill Harnmond's mysterious
The Fall of Icarus, purchased in 1996, has attracted
my admiration.
There are others but at the time of writing, Colin
McCahonls Crucifixionaccording to Saint Mark is my pick,
Why? For one thing, the manner of its coming to the
Gallery brings it to mind. A phone call from the National
Gallery of Australia requesting its loan for the opening
installation of its new Canberra gallery bewildered me.
The McDougall did not own the work. I was told by
the National Gallery curator that it had been bequeathed
to the McDougall by Mr Ron O'Reilly, ex-Christchurch
City Librarian and foremost champion of McCahon's
work, and at that moment alive in New Plymouth.
Within hours of the Canberra call, the news came that
Mr O'ReiUy had passed away after a long illness, and
that subsequently the 'Crucifixion' was indeed the

McCl)lonR c ~ ~ ~ d r a n d P u b I t a h ~ u s L

possession of the McDougall Gallery. I approved the
loan, and the painting was forwarded directly from the
donor's estate to the National Gallery of Australia,
where it was one of the few works representing New
Zealand painting. Returned after a two and a half year
absence, it became a valued, important addition to the
McDougall's slim holdings of McCahon works.
It is a part of McCahon's extraordinary originality
that his paintings fix themselves in the mind, residing
in some region where their insistent, compelling imagery
commands recall while deQing the power of words
to explain them. For this reason I have given
up trying to convey the effect of McCahon's visual
alchemy. There is a substance, a weight, a gravitas and
a human poignancy that contribute to the mood that
McCahon evokes in the viewer, as if he were at your
elbow gently telling you of truths,
events and scenes that you were
unaware of, had not seen, or perhaps
had chosen not to confront. His works
stretch and extend experience. That is
the best I can do, inadequate as this
explanation is.

The Crucifixion according to St Mark, 1947 by Colin McCahon (1918 - 1987) is an oil on canvas work. II dates from McCahon's early series of the late 1940s
- early 1950s in which he responded to great European religious works, from Giotto IoTilian. By freely reinterpreting these, McCahon tried to make the events
in the divine dramas more relevant to New Zealanders. He has drawn on the people he knew well, and placed the events described in the Gospel of St Mark
(Chap.15, v.25-40), in a stylised New Zealand landscape.

Recent Acquisitions

The McDougalk collection of
works by Petrus van der Velden
is the world's largest and most
significant public holding of
works by this artist, Now, thanks
to the great generosity of Mr
Adriaan and Mrs Gabrielle
Tasman, De Wannenmakers
was recently acquired from
The Hague, Netherlands to
add to this collection,
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D e Wannenmakers depicts a Dutch village scene where
two men are busy hollowing out wooden wannen.
Wannen, which winnowers used to separate grain from
chaff, were two-handled tubs with one high and one
low side.
Intent on their task, the workers are accompanied
by a watchful child and dog. The scene may be in
Noordwyk Binnen, or in one of the coastal settlements
near the Zuyder Zee, where van der Velden painted
rural genre scenes in the 1870s and 1880s.
Petrus van der Velden was born in Rotterdam in
1837,and later studied briefly at the Rotterdam Academy
of Art and in Berlin. In August 1888 he moved from
Amsterdam with his wife to live at Noordwyk
Binnen, and remained there until April 1890 when
they left to come to New Zealand. It is believed
that De Wannenmakers was painted in 1889 during
van der Velden's last few years in the Netherlands.

Two significant historical Dutch works have recently entered the McDougall's collection. Presented in the name of Mr Adriaan and Mrs GabrielleTasman,
the works are Soldiers in a Village by Cornelisz Droochsloot and De Wannenmakers by Petrus van dervelden.

In 1644, when this work was
painted by Utrecht artist
Cornelisz Droochsloot, the
Thirty Years War was still
having its grim effect on much
of continental Europe,
Peasant villagers were often driven from their homes
and their livestock and possessions confiscated by
raiding mercenary soldiers and cavalrymen, and scenes
such as this were common throughout the Low
Countries. The conflict between the French monarchy
and the Hapsburg rulers of the Holy Roman Empire
was over the political domination of Central Europe,
and the war had spread t o the Netherlands.
Droochsloot painted a number of similar works,
and one closely related to this is in the Louvre's collection
in Paris.
Who was this early Dutch artist? Records show
him active as a painter in the Netherlands from 1616
to 1660. We know that Cornelisz Droochsloot was

admitted to the Artists' Guild of St Luke in Utrecht in
1616, and that over the following years, he became
highly regarded as a painter of landscapes, historical
subjects and genre scenes of village life.
Soldiers in a Village was owned for many years by the
picture-framer and art-dealer McGregor Wright who,
in 1935, gdied it to the Christchurch Technical Institute
(Christchurch Polytechnic) where it became part of
the Memorial H
all Collection. In 1995 the Christchurch
Polytechnic offered it for sale, and the following year,
through the generosity of Mr and Mrs Adriaan Tasman,
it was purchased for the Gallery.
The painting had deteriorated and conservation
work of forty years earlier needed to be reversed, and
major repair work was needed on the frame. In 1997
conservation work began again through the generosity
of Mr and Mrs Tasman and the painting is now
restored. The restoration of the seventeenth century
framing is being undertaken by the Gallery's frame
specialists, Gary Collins and Ben Braithwaite. When
it again graces the Gallery walls, Soldiers in a Village will
be a very significant addition to our Dutch collection.
A feature on restoration is on pages 2314
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PERIOD TO THE
QlNG DYNASTY'
WESTERN 1111 DYNASTY
China

Funerary jar
AD 265-317
stoneware wilh green glaze
49.0 x 32.0cm

=lr#

ancient works of art are the most
persuasive and durable evidence of
the cultural traditions of the people,
DrT.T,Tsui LLD JP

The selected works in this exhibition are drawn from Dr T.T. Tsui's gifi to the National
Gallery of Australia, which enabled it to establish a gallery dedicated to the art of China, and
one of several similar gifis he has made to museums worldwide. Dr Tsui believes that such
ancient works are important not only for their intrinsic aesthetic qualities, but for the
contribution they make in helping people of other cultures better appreciate China's great heritage.

The remarkably successful Reckoning With the Past exhibition,
shown at the McDougall earlier this year, drew heavily on the
aesthetic traditions of Chinese art, as well CIS exploring the impact
ofcommunism, Western consumerism and popular culture. Dragon
and Phoenix :Textiles ofSouth East Asia's Chinese Communities,
shown at the McDougafl in autumn last year was also particularly
well-received.
Chinese Splendour 5000 years ofartfrom the Sbangbai Museum,
which will open in Dunedin Public Art Gallery in March next year,
will also oger a rare opportunity to experience the beauty and
innovation ofan ancient and sophisticated culture.

-
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TAN6 DYNASTY
China
Lokapala (Guardian figure)
AD 618gOB
earthenware wilhpainleddecoration
56.8 x P . 0 x 16.0cm

TAN6 DYNASTY
China
One of a pair of horses and riders
AD 618808
earthenware with painted decoralion
56.0 x 18.0 x 46.0cm

HAW DYNASTY
China
Pottery Jar
206 BC -AD220
stoneware with green glaze
50.05 x 30cm

FROM THE T.T. TSUl GIFT OF CHINES
Spanning some seventeen centuries of ceramics and
sculpture, Dr T.T. Tsui's gift to the National Gallery of
Australia offers a spectacular panorama of Chinese
culture, and the pieces selected specially for exhibition
at the McDougall illustrate superbly the cultural peaks
of China's long history. Dr Tsui's collection represents
two decades of research and acquisition, and he has
subsequently supported major museums worldwide
through gifts and assistance.
As T.T. Tsui says,"ancient works of art are the most
persuasive and durable evidence of the cultural traditions
of the people".

The art objects themselves vary considerably in style,
form and size. A pottery jar from the Han dynasty
(206BC AD220) is impressively large, yet reveals a
strikingly simple and elegant aesthetic. A pottery figurine
from the same era gives insight to the costume of the
period, and reminds one of the similarity of many
Chinese design conventions in clothing and form over
the centuries. By contrast, objects from the Tang dynasty,
(AD618-906) such as the glazed earthenware camels,
are compellingly lifelike, while the menacing Lokapala

-

YUAN or MIN6 DYNASTY
China
Head of an official
AD 1279-1644
limeslone
67.0 x 39.0 x 34.Ocm

HAN DYNASTY
China
Male fioure
M6 BC -AD220
earthenware
56.0 x 33.0 x 16.Ocm

TAN6 DYNlSTY
China
Camel
AD 618-906
earthenware with glaze
62.0 x 67.0 x 20.Ocrn

' ART - 4 FEBRUARY TO 4 APRIL
I

1999

Suppartrd by Christchurch Casino

(guardian figure) is a study in finely-wrought ferocity.
In every case, it is remarkable that vulnerable objects of
such antiquity have survived the ages, to evoke the
atmosphere of ancient China in our present-day.
This is a major exhibition to acknowledge the national
Festival of Asia, and for their continuing support we
thank the ASIA 2000 Foundation of New Zealand, one
of whose roles is to promote an appreciation of Asian
culture in the community. This is an exhibition which
will obviously appeal to those of Chinese heritage, but
will be equally enjoyable for all with an interest in the
art of ancient cultures.

The Director, Dr Brian Kennedy and his staff at the
National Gallery of Australia in Canberra have all been
most helpful in making the early touring of this
exhibition possible, and we are especially indebted to
Ms Robyn Maxwell, their Senior Curator of Asian Art,
for her support, This exhibition forms the basis of a
show scheduled to tour Australia at a later date, and Ms
Maxwell's efforts on our behalf have made possible
advanced preparation and conservation of the art objects
which we will enjoy here from February until April.

driftnet
Judy Watson
4 December 1998-31 January 1999

shoal less

drifinet brings together a
Selection of artworks by
Aboriginal artist Judy Watson,
who
undertook a
residency at the University
of Canterbur y,

Making work that relates closely to the land, Watson
has long been involved with a process of self-education
about her heritage and ancestry, and the results of this
search feature prominently in her paintings and
installations. Most recently, she has focused on identity
and the ownership of land and cultural property.
One painting included in the Annex exhibition is
Maradulen, which was made when Watson attended an
artists' camp in the Mkadden Glacial Valley in Norway.
The tawny, mottled surface is covered in complex
patterns made from the yellow pigment and charcoal
Watson took with her, as well as the mud, iron oxide
and fish blood she found at the site. The cracked and
thickened skin of the canvas was partially induced by
the extreme cold and dampness intrinsic to the vdey
itself. By using materials taken directly from the
immediate environment, Watson's painting is not only
about the landscape, but of it, conveying a tangible and
compelling sense of place.
The companion piece to Marudalen, which will also
be exhibited at the Annex, is a grouping of four large
wooden oars that were found in the same valley,
weathered by time and exposure to the elements. Watson
painted them with found oxide and presents them as
tokens of place, in contrast to the slick and often
superficial souvenirs produced for tourists in any
country.
Poetic on the surface, Watson's paintings are political
in nature, exploring and highlighting a wide range of
issues, including aboriginal rights, indigenous identity,
environmentalconcerns and feminism. She uses washes
of paint and dry pigments, often sourced from the area
in which she is working, to reproduce the effects of
water, earth and stone.
Many of the works in driftnet reveal Watson's
prevailing interest in fugitive surfaces the fading,
shifting and staining caused by time, temperature and
water - and the resulting dialogue between the elements
which have risen to the surface, and those which have
dissolved away.

-
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driftnet 1998

"I listen and hear those words
a hundred years away
That is my Grandmother's
Mother's Country
It seeps down through blood
and memory and soaks
Into the ground"
Artist's statement, 1993

Judy Watson has exhibited extensively throughout Australia, Asia, the United States and Europe, and was an
Aboriginal representative at the 1997 Venice Biennale. She will give a floortalk about driftnet on Sunday 6
December at 11.00am and admission is free.
whitewash 1997

Mew Chrirtohroh Gallery Vlsltor Information Pavilion
Cnr Worcester Boulevard & Montreal St

Physical evidence of progress on the new
Christchurch Art Gallery site is now
visible on the corner of Montreal Street
and Worcester Boulevard, in the form of
the project's Information Pavilion. Open
from 26 November, the Pavilion (st&ed
by the Gallery's publicity and marketing
team, and a volunteer force enlisted largely
from our Friends) will feature updated
installations on the project's development.
Once again, our thanks to Versatile
Buildings for their sponsorship of the
facility, and our congratulations on the
speed with which it was completed. The
Pavilion will be open 7 days a week from
llarn until 5pm over summer.
Displays of the 94 submissions for the
new Christchurch Art GaIIery Design
Competition will attract even greater
interest. To open in the McDougall
Contemporary Art Annex on 5 February
1999, the exhibition will provide an
opportunity for the public to examine
(and debate) all of the designs. By the
time the exhibition opens, the successful
architect will have been selected, and will
have commenced work on the Gallery's
find design.
A major fundraising campaign and a
supporting communications strategy are
well advanced. Also in progress are a
web-site for the new Gallery and a mural
project for the building site, involving
Canterbury primary and secondary schools.
Tony Preston
DIRECTOR

1 barks from the Collection always on show
W
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40 out of 40 - Forty Canterbury artists 1958-1998
until 24 January 1999

Ooldie 12 December until 7 March 1999
Ceramic Sculpture from theTXTsui Gift o f
.ChineseArt 4 February until 4April1999
Judy Watssn 4 December 1998 until 31 January 1999
a t the McDougall Contemporary Art Annex
Design Submissions for the New Christchurch
Art Gallev 4 February until 28 March 1999 - McDougall
Contemporary Art Annex

Coming Event:
Wednesday 1 Club
,Art appreciation club meeting.

10.30am

-

.JWednesday2 Club
:'&t appreciation club meeting.
*'
~ M a Club
c
' Art appreciation club for the differently abled.
-New members welcome.

3 6 i ~ o utro Classic Cezanne Exhibition in Sydney.

r t appreciation club meeting.

rs
iPs

katurday 3 Club
S r t appreciation club meeting.

lo or talk
udy Watson will speak on her exhibition, at the
cDougall Contemporary Art Annex.

$Saturday I Club
A r t appreciation club meeting.
\

ecture
oger Blackley, Goldie exhibition curator, will speak on
"What are these things called GoldiesT'
Frlend9sChristmas Party
Private viewing of the Goldie exhibition and an address from
Jonathan Mane-Wheoki, Lecturer in Art History, University of

w e Gallery will be closed on Christmas Day.

A NEW PROGRAMME FOR 1999

11.00am

BEGINSTHIS MONTH.

.

.j

montana Sunday Event-Performance

THE MONTANA SUNDAY EVENTS
WILL ALWAYS PROVIDE
SOMETHING EXCITING
- A LECTURE, FLOORTALK,VIDEO,
CONCERT. OR SPECIAL

1

1
-- -

ntana Sunday Event-Performance

PERFORMANCEAT 11AM,
EACH SUNDAY MORNING AT
THE GALLERY.

" >

1

WATCH FOR DETAILS BELOW AND
ADDTHIS REGULAR DATETO
YOUR CALENDAR NOW.

Monday Club

Art appreciation club meeting.

2

lO.3Oam

kocArt Visit

Tb the studio of Alan Pearson, 29 Oxford Street, Lyttelton.

T$I book or cancel phone 379 4055.
3

10.30am

Wednesday 1 Club

a r t appreciation club meeting.

3

1.W)pm

4

10.30am

10.38am

2 Club

I

h a c club

Art appreciation club for the differently abled.
New members welcome.
t appreciation club meeting.

1D.30am

aturday 1 Club

r t appreciation club meeting.

1.Wpm

3 Club

ation club meeting.

-

ontana Sunday Event Video programme.

nt Chinese cultures.
eaker o f the Month.

rts Centre, Hurst Seager Room. Dr Deidre
t History, University of Canterbury, will
n illustrated lecture on "The importance of te moko and
's pictorial representation".
11.mam

28
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vontana Sunday Event - Lecture
4onathan Mane-Wheoki, Lecturer in Art History, University of
Montana Sunday Event Performance

prom a Kapa Haka group

anterbury, will speak on "The Maori gaze and the Pakeha gaze."

ALLYENUES, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED,
ARE ATTHE ROBERT MCDQUGALL ART GALLERY.

*

At 6.00pm Friends are gathering for their 1998 Christmas Party and a special preview
of the C.F. Goldie exhibition. Admission is $10.00 which includes the admission to
the exhibition and refreshments,Jonathan Mane-Wheoki will be speaking at this
special function.

I&

There will be no speaker programme for December or January.
The first Speaker of the Month for 1999 on 17 February is Dr Deidre Brown, Lecturer
in Art History, University of Canterbury who will give an illustrated lecture on
"The importante of te moko and Goldiei pictorial representationJ'. All sessions take place
on the third Wednesday of the month, meeting
- at 10.30am for tea and coffee followed
by the morning's presentation. The venue is the Hurst Seager Room, Christchurch
Arts Centre.
Admission $2.00 for members; $5 for non-members.
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Aa enthusiastic and entertaining speaker, Peter praised the well-considered
b,£
for our new Gallery and its w o n d e f i site, which reinforces superbly our
@@
unique
cultural precinct.. H e unplusised Mountfortasrole in shaping our c i q
.e'L;<z;
-* ,.
how ludry we are m have had a master architect of such high calibre, and how
q,i important it is to preserve the character of these buildings. h e r h a taken on
I *24$2 2 =&wz$ an active role protecting the heritage of Christchurch, and founded the Civic
&$
+& -,:p
Wifh JOhn Odd9 in the 1960s h the Erst architect to qualiq with a
-sT-,;yq Tmt
degree
in Urban Deign, Pem Buv+n is well q 4 e d for the design challenges
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It w u good m w b e E k a b e t h Gal$weU, C u n m r of Contemporary Art at
the M c D o u d Con-poraty
Art Ann= where she has worked for the last
five pears ofirs ten-Ieatife. Elizabeth%account of the history of the Annex
was an interesting one,s a d n g the p a t : debt rhe A n n a awes to John Coley
br its original &atcnce and survival, The old Canterbury College library is
now a stumhgg&y space lending itseif to a variety of innovativeinstaIlatiuns
and exhibitions, The slides Elizabeth presented brought back memories of the
highlights afpast exhibitions, It has been a busy and eventfd ten years for the
Annex, which has proven to be a wonderful showcase far contemporary

1

Artist Jo'mna B r d t M i t e and her work

When Joanna Braithwaite fell ill with the flu and was unable to make her
presentation in person, we were fbrtunate that her good friend, Grant Banbury,
was able to step in to give an excellent insight into Joanna's life and paintings,
After growing up in a rural environment and then travelling abroad, Joanna
returned home, to find herself needing to come to terms with New Zealand
culture. This experience explains the series she made featuring severed sheep
heads and freezing works subjects. The theme of animals and people and their
interaction runs through much of Joanna's painting. Even in slide form, the
works displayed the artists expertise in applying her paint with strong brushwork
and thick layering. Understandably, Joanna has been the recipient of many
awards during her artistic career.

-

On 27 JulFa group of Friends enjoyed a talk by Mr T.C. Yeung, formerly of Hong
Kong, and with translation by his daughter, at the Imperial Swan Restaurant. He
spoke about old Chinese snuff bottles and his own collection, We were told that snuff
was first developed in Italy, and that it was the English who brought snuff to China.
As snuff-taking became fashionable in wealthy and noble aristocratic circles, the range
of snuff bottles became more elaborate and precious, Mr Yeung explained that snuff
bottles became rarer (and therefore more valuable as collectables) after the Revolution,
as snuff-taking diminished.
His own in-depth knowledge of the subject has allowed Mr Yeung to build up a
valuable collection of over IOOO bottles which are superbly illustrated in his book.
Some are 300 years old and we were fascinated by the amazing variety of his collection,
which includes bottles of silver, gold, carved ivory and jade and other semi-precious
stone materials. Glass bottles are sometimes hand-painted on the interior, and other
bottles are carved from unlikely plant materials such as walnut shells.
,Eight Friends later enjoyed a delicious meal with Mr Yeung and his daughter.

V Wiseley

On Tuesday 2 February 1999, Alan Pearson has invited a maximum of nine Friends
to visit his studio. Please meet June Goldstein outside 29 Oxford Street, Lyttelton
(opposite the library) at 10.50am.
don Monday 1March, a maximum of 16 Friends are invited to visit Jenny and Alan
Shadwell's award-winning home and view their art collection. Please meet June
Goldstein outside 10 Inverness Lane, Balmoral Hill at 2.05pm.
To book (or cancel a booking) please ring the Friends' office on 379 4055. Acceptance
is automatic upon hearing your message (unless you are contacted to the contrary).

lq
time you read this,Tassiond - the third year of our 'EnthusiasmsJprogramme
- willthesadly
be over. This year it has been particularly successful. We are very pleased

but, we admit, not totally surprised. Even when Ann Betts and I were plotting the
programme, we felt a buzz of excitement and believed that if the programme didn't
go down well this year, then nothing would! Our speakers and sponsors confirmed
lour feeling. Each week has brought a new surprise and delight to the audience; some
speakers have been entertaining, some thoughtful, and most a blend of both, All of
them have shared their respective passions with an enthusiastic audience of Friends.
We would like to thank our speakers for making the programme possible and, in more
than one case, for generously foregoing their fees, Our sponsors Christ's College,
Skews Hey Ussher, and Montana Wines also deserve our thanks, as of course
do you the Friends for attending in force, As you know, the proceeds will go
towards new artworks for what will soon be the new Gallery. While 1998 will be a
hard act to follow, Ann and I feel sure that next year will bring further delights.

-

Yours passionately!
Mark Stocker

-

-

-
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It was a beaudid spring day when Friends attended uchirect Peter Beaven's oEcea
Those p e s a bad a treat firstly. Beaven was a charminga d informative host. His
pewB**
guests
moved from room to room where his young assistants were working busily.
~~pt_emtp,,er
The walls were covered with drawings and scaled plans of buildings, or proposed
buii$inp;s. The majority were hand-drawn by Beaven, and each is a work of art.

-

Of particular k c r e s t were the plans which gained Beaven selection as the architect
propesed Sheratan Hotel. Sadly for him but luckily for us! she project was
abandoned and, after many pears as a parkkg lot, the site has 'been purchased for our
new Gallery.

-

&;a

-

I was
Oisplared prominentiy was Beaven's design proposal b r the new m gallery which
one of 94 competingencrks. In generd it is unlike many of his buildings, be they
hotels tss private houses, which are charaaerised by their vertical accentuation,
The idea m t i v a ~ h ghis design was to make a building which would complement the
Aru Centre in its borizontality and its incorporated walkways.

1

Pem Beaven is drawn to solid materids, such as Oamaru stone and concrete blocks.
The latter may incorporate modern plastic &am insulation. One project in hand is
the construction of seventv
, flats on rhe f o m r St. Mary*sCorrvent site on Colombo
Street, f&y of which have been pre-sold. Car parking will be underground, a design
fearure which could be more widely adopted in our car-oriented city. With larger
projects, work progresses in tandem with the granting of building permits, which are
usually given piecemeal rather than for the total plan. This may necessitate slight
adjustments during development.
Beaven-designed buildings, predominant:ly houses, are ta be found throughout New
Z d a n d and ia other parts of the world, part:icularly in England, H e is passionate
in his love of our city and likes to stress the Englishness of its centre.
With the lateJohn Oakley he inetiptd the Christchurch Civic Zust same h i r y five
rears agm
Peter Beaven's offices osceupy several room on the first Roar of che Canterbury
Pravincid Connd Buildings (1858 1-8653designed by I3.MMom&rt whose death
a century ago is being c o t r r m e m e d at present. k bonus far Peter5 visitors was a
?-anbk via little stairways (through 'duck-your-head' doerways!) from one attic roam
te another, noting small brick aachays and tiny fipepkces, a n d M y loeking into
the Couricif f&ambers from the old public galley,

-

Pinned an the w d s af Bemen$ o m raom are photographs of projects in Fidand
buildings in England by G.EA Voyse~,a Portuguese church and the words of Ahar
Aalta, "The a r c h k t is not a speddist- he is a synthesist", Noted, too, ma drawing
for the development af the Auckhd waterfront by Athfield and Bmven. Their idea
was to create a Sowhetrr Hemisphere "Venice", Unfortunately the Asian developers
did not agree.
B w e n was v~ciEerousin his praise of the quality of New Zealand's architects and
engineers, particulapiy rhepd&tes o f k 6 n leaving, his visitors had the opportunity
to view the many architectural photographs arranged for display by Beaven in the
passageways of the Provincial Council Buiidings.

,

Gratitude must be extended to Peter Beaven for finding time to share his knowledge
md enthusiasm with the Friends,
June Goldstein

Jenny

*Ian s

h a ~ ~ rwenty
~ ~ five
: Friends tried to fill twelve places for a visit to Jenny and Alan Shadwell

,
I

.n their recently completed home on Balmoral Hill, which won a Regional Award for
Andrew Barclay (of Barclay Architects) and a Resene Colour Award in 1997. The
hosts generously allowed the number to increase to sixteen, and each guided eight
people around their home. On view were paintings and sculptural works collected
since 1968when Stewart Mair, then president of the Canterbury Society of Arts, first
gave them a watercolout by Peggy ~$cer. Since then, Jenny has become an art history
graduate, and for 16 years has guided visitors through the Robert McDougall Art
Gallery, Alan is a truly accomplished photographer.

The art works were our first interest. Less eclectic than first appearances suggest,
they reveal a consistent New Zealand thread, Many walls could accommodatelarge
works but these have not been collected, in order that small and medium-sizepaintings
md sculptural works have 'breathing space' and are free to make their individual
itatements, as do the architectural features. Quentin McFarlane,W.A,Sutton, Graham
I Sydney, Rita Angus, Doris Lusk, Peter Siddell, Michael Eaton, Nigel Brown, John
Coley, Peter McIntyre, Evelyn Page and Annie Baird are all represented, as are artists
Tony Fomison,John Parker, Man Pearson, Brent Wong, Michael Smither, Eion Stevens
and Don Binnep

I

The predominantly figurative works include a nude by Els Nordorf, a narrative work
by Trevor Moffitt from his Stanley Graham series, and three paintings by Edward (Ted)
Bullmore (1932-1978) who resided in Europe between 1959 and 1969, Bullmore's
works owned by the Shadwells include a traditionally-painted biblical scene, a direct
nude study, which on inspection is revealed as a montage, and a more abstract nude.
Sadly, Bullmore died before New Zealanders had recognised his true artistic worth,
Three years ago, Alan made one of his many photographic study tours this time to
Namibia and one small wall displays the superb results. He is to leave shortly for
another trip to China and Vietnam. We look forward to seeing the results whilst
wondering how he can bear t o leave such beautiful surroundings.

-

-

Thank you, Jenny and Alan, for your generous hospitality.
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June Goldstein

Charles Abrey
Liz Baxendine
Ror Baxter
D.R. Cassidy
B.Claxton
Michael Collins
Chrissie Cope
Judith Dunbar

C.G. Escott
Michael Fisher
Liz Glanville
S.Hall
Barbara & Peter Hann
Julie-Ann Jones
Jacoba de Kort
Dianna Looser

Erin Middleton
Esme Morira
Ron Newton
V. & F. Paul
Geoff & Jane Swinard
A. W.Taylor
RonaTimms
Liz de Lambert (Life)

We would like to welcome a new group into the McDougall's Gallery Guides team.
From back left: Eric Wilson, Chloe Cope,Trudi Bouman, Robin Ryburn, Anne Moffit,
Anne Cumrning,Tania Dickman, Katherine Hill, Natacha Carrara, Lynne Lawrence,
Kay Malcomson and Lynda Gerard.
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Conservation vs Restoration

CONSERVATOR

I he wav it was

done back then

ROBERT

M C D O U G A LALR T G A L L E R Y

& ANNEX

GALLERY HOURS

-

loam until 5.30~m Summer
loam until 4.3iPm Winter
by donation. Free guided tours available.
Botanic Gardens, Rolleston Avenue,
PO Box 2626, Christchurch, New Zealand.
Telephone (+64.3) 365 0915 Facsimile (+64.3) 365 3942

